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Snakuscules
Philippe Thévenaz and Michael Unser, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—A snakuscule (a minuscule snake) is the simplest ac-
tive contour that we were able to design while keeping the quin-
tessence of traditional snakes: an energy term governed by the
data, and a regularization term. Our construction is an area-based
snake, as opposed to curve-based snakes. It is parameterized by
just two points, thus further easing requirements on the optimizer.
Despite their ultimate simplicity, snakuscules retain enough ver-
satility to be employed for solving various problems such as cell
counting and segmentation of approximately circular features. In
this paper, we detail the design process of a snakuscule and illus-
trate its usefulness through practical examples. We claim that our
didactic intentions are well served by the simplicity of snakuscules.

Index Terms—Curve fitting, geometric modeling, image region
analysis, image shape analysis, object detection, parameter estima-
tion, position measurement, size measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sed qui bellus homo est, Cotta, pusillus homo est [1].1

This is the saying that we had in mind while preparing
a lecture on snakes—of the image-processing variety. To

fulfill our pedagogical ambition, we wanted to illustrate sev-
eral energy terms, like contour energies or region energies, that
would be as simple as possible while remaining nontrivial. We
found out that two points were sufficient to define a minus-
cule snake that would satisfy our needs: the snakuscule—a ver-
nacular name for members of the Serpentuloidæ superfamily.
Despite this low complexity, we were able to associate with it
both image-dependent terms and regularization. Moreover, our
snakuscule is amenable to the computation of explicit gradients,
of which competent optimizers can take advantage.

While our primary goal was didactic, it was a delightful sur-
prise to discover that our new-born snakuscule is a lively an-
imal that can efficiently solve common tasks such as preying
on bright blobs, its favorite staple. This is due to its body plan
shown in Fig. 1: an inner disk (the mouth) surrounded by an
outer adjoining annulus (the coils). Being Constrictor-like, the
snakuscule excels at ensnaring highly nutritious food (high-in-
tensity pixels) surrounded by less savory nutriments (low-inten-
sity pixels). It continuously adapts its two parameters and
until its mouth gets the most tasty part of a morsel while its coils
do the work and get nothing.
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1Small is beautiful.

Fig. 1. Snakuscule defined by the two points p and q. Here, the mouth is light
gray and the coils are dark gray.

Translated in technical terms, the snakuscule minimizes a re-
gion-based energy that balances the weighted inner area against
the weighted outer area. The weights are directly set to the image
values, with a positive sign for the annulus and a negative sign
for the disk. The energy to minimize is

(1)

where is an image, where is the outer
radius of the snakuscule, where gives the lo-
cation of its spinal chord, and where determines the
disk-to-annulus ratio.

II. DARWINIAN EVOLUTION

There are many families of real snakes with widely varying
preying and locomotion habits. The Leptotyphlopidæ are small
burrowers that live underground. The Colubridæ Chrysopelea
are able to glide with a surprisingly good aerodynamic effi-
ciency [2]. The Hydrophidæ live at sea.

For its part, the snakuscule lives on a 2-D plain and is gener-
ally considered a cute animal, unlike real snakes that sometimes
elicit the YR (yelling reaction [3]) in ophiophobes. Snakuscule
subgenera are recognized by their factor; most subgenera are
today extinct (e.g., Serpentulus archaeus) in reason of the se-
lective pressure exerted by flat image areas. Here is why: in
order for a snakuscule to survive a journey through a region
characterized by a constant value, which is known to exist in
common images, the animal should neither blow up [4] nor col-
lapse to a singularity [5]. Because the snakuscule minimizes (1),
it is vital that the two energy subterms cancel each other when

. Therefore, only those snakuscules that
happened to possess a mouth with an area equal to that of their
coils could evolve to this day, like Serpentulus campester did. It
can be checked that the fittest snakuscule has , a ratio
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Fig. 2. Feeding snakuscule in cross section, with the horizontal axis repre-
senting a space dimension and the vertical axis representing the intensity di-
mension. The configuration on the right can be interpreted either as a zoom of
the left configuration, or as a snakuscule sitting lower on the cone.

that is enjoyed by the campester specimen shown in Fig. 1. Its
purpose in life is to minimize

III. SCALE INVARIANCE

Snakuscules in flat or tilted deserts like to laze in the sun
rather than to actively forage, even in the presence of undu-
lating dunes, as evidenced in Appendix A. There, it is seen that a
snakuscule will stop crawling if the gradient of its surrounding
landscape takes the form (9). However, even if it has stopped
crawling, the snakuscule is still free to expand or shrink.

Predators of the snakuscule exploit this weakness and bait
traps with conical blobs or lay down conical pits on the 2-D
plain. In its blob-hunting frenzy, an unwary snakuscule may
pounce on a pyramidal cone and start devouring this toxic prey.
What happens then depends on its subgenus. If, like Serpentulus
campester, it minimizes the energy exactly as expressed in (1)
with , then the snakuscule is doomed by its greed:
it will expand forever since the imbalance between the two en-
ergy subterms in (1) grows unchecked. For the opposite reason,
it would also meet its end at the bottom of a conical pit [6].

Unsophisticated snakuscules perceive the right part of Fig. 2
as more favorable than the left one, while more evolved snakus-
cules, like Serpentulus robustus, avoid being tricked by a cone
or a pit and normalize their energy. They perceive the two sides
of Fig. 2 as the same situation, up to a zoom factor. They replace
(1) by

(2)

and, thus, favor neither side of Fig. 2. As the snakuscule scholar
might be intrigued by the preference of Serpentulus robustus
for a normalization in , we provide a technical explanation in
Appendix B.

IV. TAMING A SNAKUSCULE

Snakuscules in the wild exhibit a certain disregard for social
conventions. They might optimize (1) or (2) without manners,
taking oblique bites, like shown in Fig. 1. This feral attitude is
not found in Serpentulus domesticus, which can be trained to sit

upright to maintain level and , so that
. The educated snakuscule unambiguously defines an

optimal feeding posture by minimizing

(3)

The positive number acts as a regularization parameter that
distinguishes between the several snakuscule subspecies that are
endemic to certain types of images. Typically, high-contrast im-
ages are populated with high- subspecies.

V. THE COMMON SNAKUSCULE

Snakuscule spotters know all too well that their center of in-
terest is an elusive animal, despite the fact that it is short-sighted
and perceives only a very local view of its environment, like
the blind Leptotyphlopidæ of Section II. Snakuscules initiate
crawling movements of or on the basis of , a
component of which is given in Appendix C. While the stimulus
(10) can be computed explicitly for a suitable , the snakuscules
described up to now struggle to do this and have rarefied. Due
to the Leibniz integral rule, they depend in part on an infinitesi-
mally narrow band; this extreme shortsightedness is also a threat
to their survival.

Fortunately, random mutations have resulted in the replace-
ment of the snaking sign by the adder sign . The sub-
genus of those mutated snakuscules is Serpentulus vulgaris;
they minimize

(4)

where . The function describes the digestive
tract of the snakuscule and tells apart several species, such as S.
vulgaris angulatus and S. vulgaris sinuosus. These species find
their way according to the incentive of

(5)

which is more accessible than (10). In particular, members of
the Serpentulus vulgaris genus are frugal and spare themselves
the need for the knowledge of .

VI. PHYSIOLOGY OF A SNAKUSCULE

We show in Fig. 3 a characteristic . From left
to right, we recognize the spinal chord, the mouth area, the
throat, the coils area, and the fangs. Whenever the overall foot-
print of a snakuscule grows larger or smaller, the width

of its gape follows suite. Meanwhile, the opening
of the throat and the length of the fangs do not; they are
set at birth. Typically, the throat extends over .
Thus equipped, snakuscules are resilient to journeys over flat
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Fig. 3. Digestive tract of S. vulgaris angulatus.

Fig. 4. Arbitrarily located snakuscule with �r =
p
2, �R = 2, and R =

3 + 2
p
2. This agonizing snakuscule cannot shrink any smaller lest its coils

vanish. Samples taken over the mouth, the throat, and the fangs, are shown in
gray, white, and black, respectively.

areas since it can be verified that, with these values, these hardy
animals satisfy . As a side effect, this
enforces , a size below which the snakus-
cule loses coils and life. In Fig. 4, we witness a collapsing Ser-
pentulus vulgaris that remains barely alive; should it shrink any
further, the fangs would rip its own throat apart—a gruesome
demise for a snakuscule.

Our limbless snakuscules use their fangs also as tactile or-
gans. Through them, they apprehend their immediate environ-
ment and are drawn to the most nutritive image areas, since

near . Once the coils are wound, the fangs
snap and prey is engulfed in the throat—the second organ where

contributes. The remaining sections of the snakuscule (the
mouth and the coils) exhibit a neutral , which reduces
computational demands.

In contrast to S. vulgaris angulatus, the particularity of the
S. vulgaris sinuosus species is that its digestive tract
is continuously differentiable. The evolutionary advantage is a
better perception of the environment, but it comes at the cost of
higher metabolic needs since more numerous terms contribute to
(5) than for S. vulgaris angulatus. A breed where this trait is par-
ticularly developed is the dog (difference of Gaussians), for ex-
ample one that satisfies , the
only dog specimen that exhibits the desirable traits

Fig. 5. Snakuscule munching the aorta in a CT slice of a human upper body. A
radio-opaque contrast agent has been used as a fertilizer to promote brightness
of this artery. Tilling has been achieved by median filtering followed by mild
Gaussian smoothing. The small crosses indicate the location of p and q.

, , and . This last prop-
erty states that dogs have an all-encompassing wisdom that ex-
tends all the way to infinity, but dogs’ god-like abilities come at
the price of an infinite contemplative time before any move is
undertaken. Common snakuscules are much more lively.

VII. LIVESTOCK SNAKUSCULES

A. Stalkers

Snakuscules can benefit their owners in several ways. We
present here a case study where they graze on a series of trans-
verse CT slices of a human upper body, where a radio-opaque
contrast agent has previously been injected to brighten the main
arteries. A pair of snakuscules were shepherded to the approx-
imate location of the left and right iliac artery in one of the
low slices. They were then allowed to pursue this quarry; once
ensnared, their location and size was recorded and they were
translocated to a higher slice. This process went on until the two
snakuscules met at the aorta.

Many animal species can coordinate their activity using
long-range sensors such as sight [7]; snakuscules cannot.
Therefore, their social life is much reduced. Although two
snakuscules might tolerate some benign amount of overlap,
their direct encounter is, however, lethal. Taking turns, they
ram each other until one of them—the winner—can claim a
better success, as measured by a minimal . The loser
instantly decomposes and vanishes. Consequently, only one
snakuscule survived the encounter at the aorta, which it then
chased through the remaining upper slices. We show in Fig. 5
the survivor as a set of two yellow circles that summarize fangs
and throat.

The recorded trajectory and slice-dependent radii of the
snakuscules define the tube shown in Fig. 6. As the CT slices
are nearly perpendicular to the aorta, the fact that snakuscules
live on a 2-D plain and do not perceive the full 3-D world is
mostly harmless.

Region growing of some sort is often at the core of most of
the algorithms that undertake the segmentation of the aorta. To
be successful, this segmentation should ignore the efferent ar-
teries, which is difficult to achieve with region growing. More-
over, spurious leaks may result from partial-volume effects and
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Fig. 6. Snakuscule trails delineating the aorta and two iliac arteries.

Fig. 7. Swarm of snakuscules in apis configuration. The distance between any
two neighboring snakuscules is

p
3R. In this configuration, the coils reach ev-

erywhere, but not the mouths.

need to be plugged. The use of snakuscules efficiently solves
both problems at the same time.

B. Swarm of Snakuscules

A lonesome snakuscule can only do so much; thus, to ran-
sack the plain with more efficiency, snakuscules are known to
sometimes congregate. The resulting pack methodically scours
the feeding grounds and leaves no hideout. Once deployed, each
unit occupies the cell of a hexagonal grid and besieges bright
blobs everywhere. The original cell size is chosen according to
previously gathered intelligence about the expected dimension
of the preys. We show in Fig. 7 a swarm of snakuscules hovering
in loose formation. Should this formation break up any further,
some territory might escape the attention of the pack. An even
tighter formation can be seen in Fig. 8, where no turf is left un-
challenged.

At a hissing signal, all snakuscules simultaneously as-
sault their assigned position. When two or more happen to
latch onto the same prey, fierce competition ensues, trig-
gered by an intimacy falling below the escape
distance . Only the best snakuscule
survives such encounters, as measured by the minimal energy

attained so far; such jousts are detailed
in Appendix D. Once the immediate challengers have vanished,
the surviving snakuscule resumes optimizing . In the
end, as the amount of loot varies from place to place, some
ravenous snakuscules end up with a remaining hunger that
exceeds a satiation threshold; those ultimately starve to death.

Fig. 8. Swarm of snakuscules in lupus configuration. The distance between any
two neighboring snakuscules is (3=2)R. In this configuration, no hideout can
escape the hungry mouths of the snakuscules.

Fig. 9. Slice of dicotyledon, with 10� magnification.

To illustrate this process, we show in Fig. 9 a luscious place
characterized by its riches of bright blobs. It is a microscopy
image of a dicotyledon plant magnified ten times, with a va-
riety of cell shapes and sizes, to which a compact swarm of
snakuscules is seen flocking in Fig. 10. We show in Fig. 11
the final configuration where the conflicts between snakuscules
have been resolved, where all of them have found their optimal
feeding posture, and where starvation has taken its toll. We ob-
serve that few are the bright blobs that escaped the voracity of
the snakuscules. The departure from circularity needs to be pro-
nounced to be an efficient countermeasure. The size mismatch
between initial deployment and final configuration seems also
to be a poor deterrent, although it occasionally takes a pack of
snakuscules to devour large preys (e.g., see top-right corner of
Fig. 11). Finally, we conclude that the methodic plundering ex-
erted by a swarm of snakuscules is very efficient at uncovering
the location and extent of circular bright blobs for a consider-
able range of sizes.

VIII. FIELD TRIP

In this section, we examine how our snakuscule construct re-
lates to other deformable templates. It is dedicated to highbrow
scientists.

A. Circle Detection by Top-Hat Filter

The energy term (1) of our proposed snakuscule is very sim-
ilar to the response of a top-hat morphological filter. Such fil-
ters have already been used with success to detect circular spots
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Fig. 10. Initial configuration of a swarm of snakuscules. Here, there are
400 of them, each one 40 pixels wide. They cover most of an image of size
(640� 360).

Fig. 11. Final configuration of the swarm of snakuscules. There were
104 survivors.

from images [8]. One novelty of our snakuscule is that we have
proposed in (4) a way to allow for continuously varying both
the position and the size of the filter; moreover, we have pro-
posed in (5) a formulation where we analytically determine the
gradient of the response of the filter with respect to its defining
parameters. Neither is possible within the traditional framework
of mathematical morphology.

B. Circle Detection by Hough Transform

The Hough transform is a method that was originally de-
signed to characterize straight lines from binary images [9]. A
parametric space is first established where any given combina-
tion of parameters describes a specific straight line (e.g., slope
and intercept). This space is quantized; moreover, each discrete
position in this parametric space is provided with a counter ini-
tially set to zero. The parametric space is then populated in the
following fashion: The collection of all possible virtual lines
passing through a single given foreground point within the bi-
nary image is considered, and one vote is given to each of their
descriptions in the space of parameters; then, the process re-
sumes with the next foreground point. The parameter that re-
ceives the majority of votes describes the line that goes through
the largest collection of foreground points of the binary image.

It was suggested in [10] that this method could be extended
to detect circles; an early implementation can be found in [11].
The method was later generalized to detect arbitrary shapes
[12], with any number of additional parameters. The dimension

of the parametric space (the number of parameters) dictates
the memory cost of the approach; as a circle within a plane
is described by three parameters, volumetric data must be
maintained. In the context of circle finding, attempts have been
made at reducing this dimensionality curse, but at the cost of
giving up some capabilities of the traditional Hough transform
[13]. Sometimes, parameters can be constrained; for example,
a Hough transform with only two parameters is considered in
[14] to facilitate gaze tracking, where the circular iris and pupil
project to an ellipse that must be detected at video rate.

Since the shape of a snakuscule is circular, it performs best
when detecting circular blobs. However, because a snakuscule
is region-based, it is also very robust to departures from circu-
larity of the blob it encircles—the actual contour of the blob
is immaterial and need not even be determined. Many of the
blobs in Fig. 9 are far from being circular, especially the smaller
ones, yet Fig. 11 testifies to their successful detection by snakus-
cules. Meanwhile, the Hough transform usually considers but
contours; an additional loss of information must be attributed
to the dismissal of grayscale data due to the requirement for bi-
nary data. Some robustness could be recovered by coarsening
the quantization of the space of parameters, but this coarsening
of the quantization would come at the expense of a reduced ac-
curacy. To the contrary, the parameters of the snakuscule remain
unquantized since and are always continuously defined.

C. Circle Fitting

Direct methods to detect circles have been published; they
state the problem as finding the circle that best fits a given list of
coordinates. An early approach performs an approximate min-
imization of the mean-square radial error [15]; the analysis of
this method was later refined in [16]. These approaches have
been extended to the detection of ellipses [17]. The link be-
tween coordinate-based and image-based (i.e., Hough-based)
approaches has been recently investigated [18].

D. Snakes and Other Deformable Models

Snakes were originally introduced as an energy-minimizing
spline guided by external constraint forces and influenced by
image forces that pull it toward features such as lines and edges
[19]. Several functionals were defined such as the internal en-
ergy due to bending, image forces (further categorized as line
functional, edge functional, and termination functional), along
with external constraint forces. Collectively, they determine the
behavior of the snake.

Several parametric descriptions of a snake have been pro-
posed. The most traditional involve points on the contour, some-
times called snaxels [20]. For example, thirty-two points are
used in [14] to define a contour-based snake, and least-squares
regularization is invoked to collapse the snake into an ellipse.
The curve that links snaxels is sometimes a spline [21], but the
parameterization may also make use of Fourier descriptors [22].
A relevant issue for some snaxel-based parameterizations is to
avoid loops [23], [24]

Ad hoc descriptions that mix different types of curves are
also possible. For example, a combination of parabolic sections,
punctual objects, and a circle, is introduced in [25] and [26]
to model an eye; this description involves eleven parameters.
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There, the model is preferentially called a deformable template
rather than a snake, although choosing the right terminology
is not always straightforward: from the point of view of the
measure of fitness, snakes and deformable templates are very
similar. They may consider data-dependent terms tied either to
image contours [27], [28] or to areas [29], [30], or to both [31],
[32]. They may incorporate terms that favor desired traits, such
as regularization to promote contour smoothness [33], or dy-
namic models that adhere to physics-based principles [34].

All these approaches follow a common recipe: choose a
model described by a finite number of parameters; decide if
and how to penalize some configurations of parameters; choose
a measure of fit of the model to the data. Then, given some
specific data, tune an initial configuration of parameters to
optimize the penalized measure. Such methods go by the name
of deformable models [35]. They have been used extensively
in the context of medical imaging [36]–[40]. Our snakuscule
closely follows this recipe to detect blobs, but is not alone in
doing so. In [30] and [36], an edge-based method is proposed to
capture ellipses. In [41], an active contour model is encouraged
to detect circles thanks to the use of a prior energy term; in
addition, repulsive interactions between circles are also consid-
ered, reminiscent of Section VII-B. Repulsive forces between
snakes is central to the approach discussed in [42].

One difficulty with early edge-based snakes was their depen-
dence on a good initialization. Several solutions have been pro-
posed, such as the introduction of balloon forces to promote ex-
pansion of the snake [27], [43], such as sandwiching the contour
between a contracting and an expanding snake [44], and, of spe-
cial interest to snakuscules, such as replacing edge-based mea-
sures of fit by measures that take into account at the same time
regions inside the contour and outside the contour [45], [46], or
such as methods that are based on statistical region models [47]
or that are explicitly region-based [29], [32], [48], [49].

E. Applications

In Section VII, we have settled on two common tasks to il-
lustrate the potential usefulness of snakuscules as a general-pur-
pose tool: vessel extraction and cell counting. Meanwhile, nu-
merous studies have focussed on either task and proposed to
solve them with specialized methods based on snakes and de-
formable methods.

The dimensionality of the data dictates two different ap-
proaches to vessel extraction. On one hand, when volumetric
data are available, the preferred approach is to follow tube
cross sections. This was our case in Section VII-A, and can be
likened to the medial atoms of [38]. On the other hand, when
only a 2-D image is available, a method like that proposed in
[40] can be applied. A survey of vessel-extraction techniques
can be found in [50] and [51].

Regarding cell detection, a snake-based approach can be
found in [52], where, in essence, an active-contour model based
on B-spline is applied to the image gradient; the outcome is
later simplified to become an ellipse. Regarding cell counting
and classification, a method incorporating snakes can be found
in [53], where the local maxima of a distance transform applied

to a binarized image are used to determine the initial location
of the snakes. This results in fewer snake attempts than what
we considered in Section VII-B (see Fig. 10). However, the
associated binarization process of [53] may result in the loss
of some cells; these errors cannot be recovered. By contrast,
in our approach we blindly explore the whole image and give
equal chances to every cell.

IX. RATTLES

We have designed a very simple snake. It depends on no more
than two points. They define a pair of concentric disks. The ratio
of the disk radii is constant. Ranked by number of parameters,
our snake is minuscule. Therefore, we call it a snakuscule. It has
two energy terms. Its data term favors a high contrast between
the image values averaged over the inner disk and those aver-
aged over the outer annulus. Thus, our snakuscule is a detector
of the size and location of circular bright blobs. Its regulariza-
tion term promotes solutions where its two defining points are
horizontal. This effectively removes one degree of freedom. Due
to this small number of parameters, the optimizer faces an easy
task. We have illustrated the usefulness of the snakuscule for
segmenting the aorta and for cell counting. Finally, we invite
the adventurous reader to visit the terrarium that we set up in
[54], where petting the animals is allowed before downloading
them.

In the future, we plan to incorporate a third energy term to
express prior knowledge, for example about the expected size
of the blobs to detect. The resulting snakuscule will then have
acquired the full characteristics of traditional snakes while re-
maining as simple as possible; this simplicity makes it a good
candidate for a didactic introduction to parametric snakes. From
a practical point of view, it also yields a most effective algorithm
for detecting the location and characterizing the size of bright
circular blobs in images.

APPENDIX

A) Barren Landscape: We can rewrite (1) as a function of
the location of the snakuscule

We examine here the conditions under which snakuscules stop
crawling. This happens for and yields

(6)

As has not yet been specified, without loss of generality we
can set . With , we express (6) as

(7)
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where is the polar coordinate that corresponds to the
Cartesian coordinate . We then assume that we can write a
component of as a Fourier series in terms of . Under
appropriate hypotheses, this yields

Provided the functions and are nonsingular in , they can
be chosen freely because their contribution will vanish under
integration over . Then, (7) reduces to

(8)

We now assume that the component can itself be written
as the Maclaurin series

which allows for the explicit integration of (8) and leads to

As the absence of a preferred location should persist for all ,
we deduce that only can be chosen freely, while for

. As snakuscules go, we finally conclude that the spatial
gradient of a barren landscape, in which they are unable to
orient themselves, necessarily takes the following local form in
polar coordinates:

(9)

B) Cone Zoo: The attentive reader will have observed
that the procedure chosen to normalize the energy of the
snakuscule, proposed in (2), is not consistent with the linear
slope of the cone suggested in Fig. 2. More precisely, if we
describe a linear cone in polar coordinates as ,
then a centered snakuscule exhibits a normalized con-
trast that remains dependent of its external radius since

. It follows that the desired normalization
for a linear cone should rather be proportional to instead of
the proposed .

Meanwhile, the normalization truly is appropriate for
other types of cones. The reader can check that

leads to , where , , , and are ar-
bitrary constants. Moreover, this characterization is complete,
in the sense that every cone that leads to
necessarily takes this form. Such cones are highly singular for

, not only because of the term when ,
but also because of the oscillatory singularities in
or when or . However, as snakus-
cules do not survive shrinking to nothingness anyway (see Sec-
tion VI), these singularities are irrelevant and the singular sec-
tion can appropriately be replaced by a better-be-
haved section of identical weight, for some arbitrary smaller
than the smallest viable snakuscule.

So far, we have illustrated the fact that some cones require
an normalization, while others require an normalization.
Thus, the normalization clearly is arbitrary. However, it is nec-
essary, nonetheless, in at least the following situation: Suppose
now that the data satisfy , which de-
scribes an all-or-nothing circular knob of radius . This kind
of data is a generic model of common blobs of interest. Without
normalization, we can consider four cases—to simplify the dis-
cussion, we take for granted that the snakuscule is concentric
wit the knob.

1) The snakuscule is too small, with . Its inner disk
does not contrast with its outer annulus because both fully
cover the knob, and we observe that .

2) The snakuscule comes short, with .
Instead of tightly enclosing the knob, the inner side of
the outer annulus partly covers it, so that

.
3) The snakuscule is just the right size. Its outer radius is

, so that the minimal energy is
attained.

4) The snakuscule is oversized, with . The inner
disk extends beyond the knob, so that
is attained, too.

From this partition of the cases, we deduce that minimizing
does not define a unique snakuscule since the op-

timal energy is reached even when the snakuscule grows unduly.
To improve on this state of affairs, snakuscules

of Brobdingnagian proportions were penalized and
encouraged to shrink by considering the generic nor-
malization , with .
In the case of the knob-like data that we’re exam-
ining in this section, it is easy to verify that

and

that .
To perfectly balance shrinking and expanding requirements,
the optimum has to be symmetric, and it is, thus, desirable to
impose that , which is obtained by setting .
This is the evolutionary path that Serpentulus campester
followed to become Serpentulus robustus.

C) Ethology of a Snakuscule: Let be the first compo-
nent of the spatial gradient of . Then, the motive that drives all
snakuscule errands is given by (10), shown at the top of the next
page.

D) Jousts: Here is the list of rules that govern snakuscules
when they enter the fray.
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(10)

1) Pick an arbitrary number of iterations , and an arbitrary
increase . Choose an energy threshold . Arrange the
swarm members in their initial configuration.

2) Update the current configuration of the remaining snakus-
cules by individually optimizing them for the current
number of iterations (but stop optimizing a snakuscule
in case it converges early).

3) Establish a sequential list of all possible pairs of remaining
snakuscules, irrespective of whether they have already con-
verged or not.

4) Scan the list, but skip every pair for which at least one of
its members has already been removed.

5) Check whether the central disks of the current
pair of snakuscules overlap, which happens for

.
6) Whenever an overlap occurs, compare the energy of the

two snakuscules in the pair and remove that snakuscule that
has the worst (largest) energy.

7) Increase the number of iterations .
8) Repeat Steps 2)–7) until all remaining snakuscules have

converged.
9) Finally, remove all those snakuscules for which

.
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